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Sequence assembly



Informatics of
nucleotide sequences

• Most of what we have looked at so far has
been related to amino acid sequences
–Sequence alignment works on nucleotide

sequences, too, but if they are known coding
sequences, using the translation works better for
most tasks.

• Other informatics tasks related to only
nucleotide sequences:
–Sequence assembly
–Gene finding and genomic sequence annotation
–Promoter recognition



The sequence assembly problem

• Sequencing machines are able to handle only 500-
1000 base fragments at a time (a read)

• These fragments must be assembled into a single
continuous genomic sequence.

• There are two broad approaches to this problem:
–Use of a map, or ordered set of markers along a

sequence
–Use of many overlapping sequences (high coverage) to

infer ordering directly from the sequences themselves.

• Generally, used together in varying degrees



The basic idea

• Assembling fragments into contigs requires the
detection of significant overlapping regions at the
ends of each fragment:

• How much overlap is required?
–Assume long enough fragment end sequences appear

exactly once in the genome.   If we see such a sequence
in two fragments, they overlap.

–Assembly is then the “shortest common superstring”
problem.

2 contigs



A simple model

• Imagine a sequence is random and drawn from
an equiprobable distribution of nucleotides

• P(seq) = .25n,  n is the length of the sequence.

• P(seq occurs exactly once) = .25n * (m-n)
where m is length of genome, n of sequence.

• How long does a sequence have to be to have
p<.05 of seeing it a second time by chance?
.05 > .25n * (m-n), or n=12 for 100kb, 18 for
3Gb



Coverage

• In “Shotgun” sequencing, we sequence enough
random fragments so that we have an
expected number of fragments containing each
nucleotide.  This expected number is the
coverage.

• c = RL/G, where c is coverage, R is the
number of reads sequenced, L is the average
length of a read and G is the length of the
sequence to be determined.



Statistics of shotgun

• If sampling is perfectly random and uniform:
–sequence covered by some read = 1-e-c

–contigs of average length (L/c)ec

–number of gaps = Re-c

–gaps of average length L/c

• Proportion of genome covered depends only on c,
not G (size of genome) or L (size of read)

• Contig lengths rise exponentially in c, gap number
falls exponentially in c, and gap lengths fall
proportional to c.



Problems with the simple model

• Sequencing errors: Most sequencers have around 1%
error in the best case.

• Bias in the reads:  Not all regions of the sequence
will be covered equally (due both to sampling and
cloning bias).

• Unknown orientation: Could have sequenced either
strand, so we have to consider both the read and its
Watson-Crick complement.

• Repeats.  There is much repetitive sequence,
especially in human and higher plants. This is the
most important problem in most cases



Repeat problem

• How to tell whether an overlap is due to a real
match or a match to a repeating sequence
somewhere?   Pervasive problem.

• Repeats can be characterized by length, copy
number & fidelity between copies
–Human T-cell receptor: 5x of a 4kb gene w/ ~3%

variation
–ALUs.  ~300bp w/5-15% variation, clustering to be 50-

60% of many human sequence regions
–Microsatellites, 3-6bp with thousands of repeats in

centromeric and telemeric regions, 1-2% variation.



Repeat example 1

• Repeats at read ends can be assembled  in
multiple ways.

correct

incorrect



Repeat example 2

• How long is a segment of short repeats?

TCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATC
    TCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATC
                        TCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATC
                                TCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATCGATC



Repeat example 3

• Overcollapsing.   Shortest common
superstring is not always correct



A more realistic model

• Allow for bounded number of mismatches between
overlapping fragments.

• Overlap step:
–Create an overlap graph in which every node is a read

and arcs indicate an overlap (in either orientation) of at
least k characters with no more than e mismatches.

• Layout step:
–Determine which overlaps will be used in the final

assembly, i.e. find an optimal spanning forest over some
function (shortest, but with appropriate repeat
constraints)

• Consensus step: build final sequence



Real assemblers

• Five basic steps:
–Ensure high quality sequence

inputs
–Compute overlaps
–Deal with repeat problems
–Construct contigs
–“Finishing”

• Assemblers: Celera, PHREP /
PHRAP, Phusion, CAP3, PCAP

• Finishers: Consed, FASSI



• Finding a minimal spanning tree (optimal
spanning forest) is an NP-hard problem.
–Greedy algorithm can come within a fixed factor of

optimum.

–Simulated annealing and GAs can be used for
finding global optima.

–Parallel computing makes large computations
feasible.

• And various problem-specific “tricks”…

How to find best assembly?



Sequence assembly tricks

• When faced with NP-hard problems, cheat!
–Can get “hints” from pairs (or groups) of reads

that can be ordered using other data than just
overlaps

–Additional information: use physical map and
other information about ordering, orientation,
etc.

• Divide and conquer:   Assemble easy reads
first, and then have a small number of difficult
assembly steps that take the full computation



Key: Inserts and end reads

• Genome is broken up into “inserts” which are
put into vectors (e.g. BACs).

• Inserts are larger than reads, e.g. 100-150kb
• Shotgun sequence inserts, but also do “end

reads” which provide the start and end kb or
so of each insert.
–For many inserts, end reads provide unique pairs

of overlaps, called “mates”
–Hierarchical assembly.  Shotgun inserts, and then

use mates (and other reads) to order inserts.



How much BAC end
overlap is enough?

• Depends on size of BACs
–Can use simulations to get statistical answer

BAC2

x

y

BAC1

x

y



The Celera Assembler

• Designed by Gene Myers,
used to assemble the
drosophilia, mouse
and human genomes

• Steps:
–screener
–overlapper
–Unitigger
–Scaffolder  & repeat resolution
–Consensus



Screening reads

• Reads must be of very high reliability for
assembly.   Looking for 98%+ accuracy

• Vector contamination.   Sequencing requires
placing portions of the sequence to be
determined in vectors (e.g. BACs or YACs).
Need to avoid including any vector sequence

• Can also screen for known common repeats
at this stage



Overlapper

• Compare every fragment to every other

• Criterion: at least 40bp overlap with no more
than 6% mismatches

• Probability of a chance overlap so low that all
of these are either true overlaps or part of a
repeated sequence (“repeat overlap”)

• Key objective is to distinguish between these
two possibilities as early as possible in the
assembly process.



Calculating overlaps

• Number of overlaps to test is proportional to
the square of the number of reads

• For Drosophilia genome, 212 million overlaps
tested, with average of 33.7 overlaps per
fragment.
–Poisson distributed with mean 13.7 overlaps

–Long tail!  Some fragments with up to 4000
overlaps!

–These fragments that overlapped with many
others are clearly portions of repeats.



Unitigs

• Do the easy to assemble subset first.

• Fragments that have only one possible assembly are
combined into longer sequences.
–Reads which entirely match a subsegment of another
–Fragment overlaps for which there are no conflicting

overlaps
–For Drosophila, 3.158M fragments collapse into 54,000

unitigs, going from 221M overlaps to 3.104M.

• May still contain overcollapses.



Detecting overcollapses

• Can calculate a log odds score.  Looking for evidence of the
wrong number of repeats in a region
– given F total fragments, G genome size, unitig with k fragments,

d distance between the start of the first and start of last
fragment

– probability of seeing k-1 start points of a repeating fragment in
an interval of length d is [(2dF/G)k/k!]e-dF/G if not an overcollapse

– if it is an overcollapse: [(2dF/G)k/k!]e-2dF/G

– log of the ratio of these two probabilities is
(log e)dF/G – (log 2)k

• Log odds of overcollapse never < 10 for true unitigs in
simulated data.



Using the log odds score

• When unitig A overlaps unitigs B and C at one
end, and B and C overlap at the beginning, but
then fail to overlap completely, then we have
identified the repeat boundary

• If we know the beginning of the repeat, we can
eliminate false overlaps in the repeat area if
there is another overlap that does not fall
entirely within the repeat

• Extends unitigs up to one read length into the
repeat area.



Celera Scaffolding

• Scaffold is a set of ordered, oriented contigs
with gaps of approximately known size

• When the left and right reads of a mate are in
different unitigs, their distance orients the
unitigs and estimates the gap size.

• “Bundle” is a consistant set (2 or more) of
mate pairs that place a pair of unitigs with
respect to each other.

• The more mate pairs in a bundle, the higher
the reliability



Partial contigs

• Unitig orderings confirmed by bundles (i.e.
with multiple links) are assembled into
“scaffolds of contigs”

• All non-repetitive sequence is properly
assembled and ordered at this point

• How to resolve repeating segments?
–Evidence from multiple mate pairs (rocks)

–Evidence from a single mate pair (stones)

–Statistical evidence only (pebbles)



Scaffold picture

• At this point, errors are only in interiors of
long repeating regions



Finishing

• Manual review, adjustment.  Consed



Quality issues in assemblies

High quality alignment block

Unique Contig

Reference

Alignment Gap Alignment Overlap

Repeated contig
(portion or all)

Contig misassembly,
inserted bases

Wrong join,
deleted bases

Contig Scaffold

X X
Contig misassembly,
inserted bases

Wrong join, deleted bases
(Repeat not collapsed)

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

1 high qual interruption

High qual scaffold singlets

3 breaks in contiguity: 2 misplaced contigs

1.1 1.3 1.4

1 break in contiguity, missing contig

+ + + +

+ + +

1.1 1.21.3 1.4
+ + + +

High quality alignment block, different scaffold

Low quality alignment block, different scaffold

Repeated contig
(portion or all)

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
+ - + +

2 breaks in contiguity: wrong direction

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.42.1

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.42.1
Don’t count interruption (low quality alignment)

Contiguity

+ + + +

+ + + +

1.1-1.4

1.3-1.4

1.3-1.4

1.1-1.2
1.3-1.4

1.1-1.4

3.1 7.16.1 3.1+6.1+7.1

Nil

High quality scaffold singlets



Celera assembler notes

• Gaps in sequence assemblies can reflect either of
two problems
–Failure to resolve repeats properly
–Lack of adequate coverage in the region

• In published drosophilia sequence, 1434 within-
scaffold gaps:
–927 with no mates, indicating sequencing gaps
–244 have matching screened out item at both boundaries,

indicating unresolved repeats
–263 unknown: 99 with screened out item at one

boundary



Celera Validation

• Whole genome shotgun sequencing makes
errors, particularly in repetitive sequencing

• Validation against directed sequencing efforts
shows about 97% agreement

• In 3Mb sample region (ADH), mostly small
differences, but 15 large differences totalling
25kb.  3 are probable polymorphisms, 4
variation in copy number of tandem
duplications, 3 overcompressions, 8 internal
repeat errors (incorrect “pebbles”)



Recent Improvements

• Sequence assembly considered “solved”
problem, but still improvements keep coming
–Celera, PHREP/PRHAP were original assembers

• New approaches to handling repeat regions
(CAP, Phusion)

• Parallel implementations (PCAP)
• Better use of end reads from BACs (FASSI)
• More automated finishing  (all of the above)
• New challenges: 454 and next generation

sequencing


